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SUMMARY

Owing to a resistive barrier between composi-
tes in a superconducting conductor it is possible
to share current when conposites are broken witho-jt
important extra losses in pulsed conditions. Kith a
copper oxide obtained by heating in dry air no de-
gradation in DC or AC conditions appears with about
30% of faulty composites.

INTRODUCTION

In big pulsed magnets a high current is requi-
red to lower the coil voltage and in the case of a
coil quench the internal voltage and the tempera-
ture [.!_] . The conductor must then be a transposed
assembly of small composites to avoid unstn!ility,
compacted to obtain a good density and flattened
to make the winding easier.

It happens that during manufacturing the con-
ductor, one or several composites are broken. With
fully insulated composites it is impossible to sha-
re currents between then and when a composite is
broken, the total critical current is only the cri-
tical current of the good wires. Unfortunately du-
ring cabling or compacting,the insulation may often
be damaged. The current is then transferred through
shorts, so heating the conductor which may reach
its critical temperature. U'e have seen experimentally
that with such a conductor having breaks and defects
in insulation the current is limited to one fifth
of the critical current L2J when the broken wire
are connected.

With composites "insulated" by a resistive
barrier the transfer is possible all along the
length of the conductor so eliminating heating in
one point. Unfortunately the circulating currents
between composites give extra losses. The resisti- •
vity of this barrier must be sufficient to allow •
transfer and limit extra losses at a low level.

In our experiments we have chosen for the in-
sulation a thin layer of copper oxide and made sc-
ries of tests to check the behavior of the coil in
that conditions.

We will first recall the mechanism of the cur-
rent sharing and the losses due to induced currents
and then we will give the experimental results.

I- CURRENT SHAKING

Let us consider two strands (fig. 1)
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di, - - G (U) (x) - u2 (x)) dx

du2 - + G (U] (x) - u2 (x)) dx

This equation is characteristic of a propaga-
tion phenomenon with a magnetic diffusivity : Dm •=
1/2 G (c - m). The general solution £3] of equation
(1) and similar equations for i., u. and U2 maybe
found using the Laplace transform and taking into
account the boundary conditions ; in particular if
the strand 2 is broken all the current transfers to
the other at the break point. This assumes that the
critical current of the good wire at this point is
higher than the total current.

At the beginning the slopes di./ dt and di2/dt
are equal and after a time the slope of i, falls to
zero. This dissymetry propagates along the wire with
the diffusivity Dm. In pulsed conditions, if the
rise time is small compared to the diffusion time
there is no or a weak degradation. After a while or
in DC conditions, all the current will flow in the
good wire except if it reaches its critical current.
Then it appears a voltage v due to the resistive
state.

v = Sbl

R being the resistance per unit length, b the
length of the conductor in the resistive state, I
the critical current.

If R is the resistance between the broken
wire and c"the conductor a current Û i = V,'(R + bR)
may be transferred. e('

2- LOSSES

The A.C. losses are equal to the area of the
closed magnetization loop. With a flattened cable
the magnetization is £4j .

M - M0 + M, * M2 + M3 + H4

Vhere H is the magnetization of the composite.

H, is the rate dependent magnetization of the
composite



and for the flattened conductor

M_ is the magnetization given by induced
perpendicular current (the field being
perpendicular to the flat face)

M is the magnetization given by induced lon-
gitudinal current (the field being per-
pendicular to the flat face)

M, is the magnetization given by induced lon-
gitudinal current (the field being paral-
lel to the flat face).

M and M are intrinsic characteristics of the
o 1

composite.

Practically M7 is the trrm giving the main
contribution to extra losses due to the composite
insulation. The aim of the oxide is to reduce the
importance of this contribution,

3- EXPERIMENTAL I>ESUI.TS

Three different experiments have been performed
on solenoids, changing the conductor and the type
of oxide. The losses are measured with the elec-
trical technique giving the average magnetization
loop for the magnet as a whole. To simulate a break
we disconnect a part of the conductor, the impor-
tance of this break being simulated by the percen-
tage of the conductor disconnected,Ke have studied
breaks on low and high field sides.

3-1- The conductor is a cable made of three
strands. The twist pitch of the conductor being of
the sane order than the composite, the calculations
show that the losses due to oxide must be negligi-
ble. Figure 2 shows the comparison between losses
measurement of an oxide or enamel insulated cable.
The oxide is obtained by heating in dry air (thick-
ness { 1 |O-

(The composite is the I HI 1000/44 with a twist
pitch of 5 mm),

i/cy au.-o
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- FIGURE 2.-

To check the possibility of current sharing
with a broken wire we disconnected successively one
and two strands on the low field side and one on
the high field side £5j . The transfer length may
be almost the total length of the conductor when
the strand is disconnected on the low field side
and only a small length when it is on the high

field side.

The coil is a solenoid (fig. 3), cooled by he-
liua channels.

The results in U.C. conditions are given in
table 1. '

The critical current is given by the intersec-
tion of the load line and the short samples curves
of one two or three strands (fig. 3). The critical
current of point A is the coil critical current when
the strands are fully in insulated. The results show
an important transfer.

- TABLE ] -

Number of connected
composites

3 on low and high
field side

2 on high f ie ld
side

2 on low f ie ld
side

] on low field
side

Cri t ical

r-MA

307

238

238

151

current

r M E

280

at point
Cro

420

242

quench
(A)

325

300

325

245

For each experiment 3 composites are connected on
the other side.

- FIGURE 3 -

With two composites connected on the high field
side the experimental currentis higher than the
critical current at the entry (point B). This shows
that an important current (20 A y 7%) is transferred
on a very short length.

The current 245 A in the last experiment is the
critical current of one composite when submitted to
a field equal to the field at the connection point
(C).

The losses in those experiments have no signi-
ficant change,

3-2- Flattened cable :

Those experiments have been done with solenoids
potted in epoxy resin and cooled by heat drains.
Their characteristics arc :



- inside diameter 40 mm
- outside diameter 100 mm
- length 90 ma
- number of turns 170

3-2-1- The conductor is a two stage cable
6 x (6+1). The first stage cable it made of six
composites around a copper wire. The second one of
six first stage cables. The charac te r i s t i cs are :

Composite diameter 0.545cm
twist pitch 6 ns?
copper/superconducting ratio .... 1.6:1

First stage (6+ I) d iameter 1.47 mm
twist pitch 20 ran

Second stage 6 (6+1) twist pitch 60 mm
dimensions 2.17x4.60 cun2

The oxide is obtained by heating in dry air
(thickness £ I u ) .

We assume to calculate oxide extra losses that
the conductor is a cable of six composites of
1.47 mm in diaireter (assumption confirmed by magne-
tization measurements).

When the extra losses due to oxide are equal
to the losses due to induced currents in the compo-
site, the average resistance per unit length between
first stages calculated frow [Ois r=7.10~7ilm. In
this calculation the effect ive res is t ivi ty of the
composite matrix is assumed P = 10~9flm.

A direct measurement of r L6J gives 5.10 Jjm.
which shows that the losses due to oxide are of the
same order as those due to induced current in compo-
site. The losses of the coil arc shown in figure 4.
For 3 T we have given in dot ted line the losses due
to circulating current in composite £?]] ,

- TABLE 2 -
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To chpck the ef f ic iency of the oxide layer we
remove one and three f i r s t stage cables on the high
and low field side. £sl .

The results are given in table 2.

For each experiment 36 composites are connec-
ted on the other side.

N'unber of connected
composites

36

30 on low field
side

30 on high field
side

18 on low field
side

18 on high field
side

Critical
A

fAt

2 990

2 770

2 770

2 160

2 160

current

(ME

3 300

2 500

at point

(n)C

>3 500

>3 500

"quench

(A)

2 974

2 968

2 942

2 978

2 542

Close to the quenching current , the resistive
voltaga of the coil with one disconnected cable is
smaller than 20 pV in DC condit ions. For this value
the length b of the conductor in resistive state
with p = 10~14Om is about 17 cm (1.5 turn). In pul-
sed conditions there is no degradation with one c?.-
ble or three disconnected on the low f ie ld side and
one disconnected on high f i e l d side. With throe ca-
bles disconnected on the high f ie ld side a slight
degradation appears.

The losses in those experiments have no signi-
ficant change. -~i

3-2-2- The conductor is again a two stage
cable but a 6 x 6 one.

Composite diameter 0.545 mm
twist pitch 2 1:1.11
copper/superconducting ratio ... 1.6:1

First stage twist pitch 20 mm
diameter 1.5 mm

Second stage twist pitch 60 mm
dimensions 4,9 x 2,5 irer.̂

The oxide is obtained by chemical process
(thickness ^ 5 |J ).

The measurement of average resistance per.unit
length between first stages gives r = 1 to 2.10~"-hra.
The losses due to oxide must then be negligible.
Experimental values are shown on figure 5.

- FIGURE 5 -



The experiments on current transfer
given in table 3.

- TAB1E 3 -

Nurrijcr of connected
composites

36

I B on low field
side

30 on high f i e ld
side

24 on high field
side

Cri t ical

(A)A

3 250

2 300

2 940

2 600

current
B

CA1

3 400

2 980

al point
C

f A Ï

3 700

quencV
rAI

3 320

3 000

3 060

2 890

One can see a difference with the f i rs t expe-
riments having a low mean resis t ivi ty oy.ide, the
transfer is lowered. When the wires are disconnec-
ted on high f ie ld side there is only a l i t t le trans-
fer.

The quenching current is not linàtcd by the
critical current of point B like in 3-2-1.

CONCLUSION'

A resistive layer between composites and ca-
bles allows a current t ransfer when sonc composites
are broken in a conductor wi thout too high extra
losses. *

For DC conditions the average resistivity of
the layer may be very low but if one wants a coil
rise tiir.c not too high a very thin layer of oxide
may be very use fu l . In AC condit ions met up to now
in pulsed nagnets for physics thickness of layer of
about 1 y seems to be good enough for this purpose.
This have been confirmed on the ALEC test £8J .
Nevertheless this layer is br i t t le and may be dama-
ged in handling or winding the conductor. A more
solid layer having the same resistivity would be
very useful. Its thickness may be adjusted more
precisely according to the problem.
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